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Letter from
the Editor
When I finished the editorial that I had
planned for this issue, on the importance of
semiprozines in the literary magazine industry, I
realized that it was much too long and far too
removed from the purpose of this magazine. I
created Hexagon to support, celebrate, and
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your past can be joyful, but they can also reopen
old wounds and bring about painful emotions.
When technology catches up to the complexity of
memories, which would you choose to relive
forever?
Disha Bisht’s ethereal short story
“Visarjan” follows the creation of reverent idols
and their destruction by the water to which they
are given. Many different hands create the idols,
but the same crashing waves destroy them all. As
the years pass and the earth changes, those that
form the idols begin to rethink the reasons behind
their yearly creations.

showcase the fantastic work of today’s best
international speculative fiction authors. I plan to
release this editorial sometime in the future, but
for now, let’s stick to the contributors that make
this another unputdownable issue. The third issue
features fiction from a fantastic roster of authors
including Disha Bisht, Vanessa Fogg, Joshua

Reading Vanessa Fogg’s “Winter’s Heart”
might inspire you to dress up in your warmest
jacket and venture out in the wilderness to find the
realm of Winter’s Queen. Alternatively, you might
be more inclined to simply curl up on the couch
and watch as snowflakes fall past your window
with Issue 3 and a cup of tea in your hands.

Green, Archita Mittra, and Ioanna Papadopoulou.
Archita Mittra kicks off the issue with a
recipe to retrieve children stolen by Faery thieves
in “Charmed Honeycake.” This smile-inducing
recipe weaves heartbreak and hope in a way that
will certainly leave you wanting seconds!
Joshua Green’s “The Minute” is a story of
love, loss, and memories. To relive moments from

Last of all is the featured story of the third
issue, Ioanna Papadopoulou’s “The Drowned
King.” Ioanna tells a beautiful story of
motherhood and leadership in a harsh world of
water. A matriarch can be a powerful thing, and
this one has plans to create a lasting legacy for her
son.
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To top it all off, Thais Leiros provides an

including more fantastic original speculative

exceptionally awe-inspiring illustration for the

fiction from new and experienced international

cover of Issue 3. Thais’ work captures the deep

authors paired with amazing art.

emotion of “The Drowned King” with a dream-

This issue marks the final issue of 2020,

like underwater palette and a calm, serene surface

and what a whirlwind this year has been! I cannot

that hides a raging storm below.

promise that 2021 will be the year we all need

Emotion ties together the stories of

after the tumultuous 2020, but I can promise that

Hexagon’s third issue. Hope, love, pride, sadness,

Hexagon is not going anywhere. We will only

and joy are the arteries that run through this entire

continue to grow and improve with each issue,

issue, making it the most heartfelt yet. Hexagon’s

bringing you more of what makes this magazine

issues are generally unthemed, but I try my best to

so great! So recommend Hexagon to a friend,

follow the natural rhythm of the year. The second

subscribe for early access on our Patreon, or

issue featured darker stories with monsters and

submit your favourite speculative work, because

memories for the slowly darkening months of Fall,

Hexagon Speculative Fiction Magazine is here to

while this Winter issue is filled with stories of

stay. See you in 2021!

frost-bitten hearts and warm embraces. The Spring
2021 issue will no doubt continue the same
seasonal trend and be packed with stories of
growth, rejuvenation, and the natural world.
To everyone that has supported the
magazine this year, I send my sincere thanks! This
includes all of the authors, poets, and artists who
have sent in their amazing work for inclusion in
the pages of Hexagon, as well as the readers and
reviewers who have helped spread the word of the
fantastic fiction found within our pages. I cannot
thank you enough for your continued support. I
have big plans for the magazine next year,

JW Stebner
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Charmed
Honeycake
by Archita Mittra

For when the Fair Folk have stolen one
of your own
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So, you bargained away your first born or
lost your little sister to the goblins. ‘Tis no matter.
Wait till dusk, when the world is mellow and
golden, and sieve the corn flour carefully into a
large earthen bowl. Smoothen with an iron
spatula, until a moon stares forth.
Pound the faery wings until they resemble
a soft, silvery, sugar-scented powder. For best
results, pluck out the wings of the little faeries that
hum in the rose garden. Be warned, they have a

Ingredients:

-corn flour (1 cup)
-a vial of tears from a broken heart (15 ml)
-eggs (3, at least one lunar month old)
-assorted nuts and wild berries (50 g, from the
Faery Market)
-homemade butter (1 1⁄2 cup, melted)
-moonmilk (3 tbsp, steeped overnight in cinnamon
and a thread of spidersilk)
-faery wings (1⁄2 cup, ground)
-baking powder (1 tsp)
-sleepdust (1 tsp)
-raw honey (7 tbsp)
-a few drops of your own blood
-pomegranate seeds (6)
-edible flower petals, plucked by starlight
(optional, for luck)

shrill cry and may bite. Do not be shocked, the
only way to win against the Fae is with your own
feral nature. Mix the powder with the flour until
the moon begins to shine.
Now add the baking powder and the
sleepdust. You may collect it from the bedroom of
a teenage girl or boy, while they dream of sweet
kisses and dancing barefoot beneath the hills. Let
the mixture glow.
In another bowl whose sides are greased
with butter, beat the eggs. Beat in your righteous
rage and hate, at the Fae who have so cruelly
snatched away the child, to be stowed in a cavern
like a plaything for their evening fancies. My
daughter was only three years old, could sing no
notes, knew no other world than “Mama” (for
Papa had run away one night while she was still in
the cradle) and it was nine years until I saw her
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again, nine years I spent scouring town and hill,

dance on the shores of a mossy underwater lake.

valley and shanty, hunting for the secrets that you

But the taste of forever is ashen and bitter. I lost

hold at your fingertips. Beat the eggs as you

my child in a moment’s carelessness and I tasted

remember the Fae, cold- hearted, with their words

forever in trying to bring her back. Always dear

carving into mortal hearts, like knives of ice.

reader, be cautious, lest you make the same

Slowly, with shaking fingers, pour in the
moonmilk. Let the scent of cinnamon linger, the
threads of spidersilk unwind and entwine in the
shape of your lost one’s true name.
Hold your breath for six seconds and then

mistakes I did, for the Fae, stone-hearted and
magnificent, grow crueler by the year.
Finally, add the butter, imagining the night
wrapped in translucent gauze.
Now you hold the moon and the night

let go. Empty the vial. Remember that your own

separate. Remember your little one, wandering in

tears, full of guilt, hurt, and loneliness, are the

a field in summer, weeping at a stubbed toe, being

most potent. But if your grief is too terrible to

kissed to sleep. Remember the lullabies you once

even cry (trust me, I know), seek out a young

sang, the foolish games you played by candlelight,

dewy-eyed maiden betrayed by her first love, and

the thoughtless words you flung in a moment of

beg her to share those pure drops with you.

impatience that you forever regret. Find a memory

Make a small incision in your left wrist

dearest to you and hold it in your heart for the last

with your athame and watch the red droplets fall,

time. Hold it carefully, as you pour the first

one at a time, into the mixture. Add seven

mixture into the second, returning to the night, her

tablespoons of raw honey, and let the golden-dark

moon. This is the sacrifice that you must be

swirl with the crimson.

willing to make. This is how the two worlds shall

Stir clockwise, until the bowl is dark as a
starless night, binding the Fae to your heart’s loss.

bleed into one another.
The Fae have never known love and

This is where one is most prone to make

tenderness, only tricks and illusions, and so you

mistakes—by adding so little of yourself that the

must give up what they can never have, to get

Fae are unstirred, or so much that they bind you

back what is truly yours.

instead. I was naïve once, chasing shadows down
tunnels, beguiled by the promise of an endless

I no longer remember my fondest memory
with her, but I remember the forgetting, the holes
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(very few succeed on their first try) in my heart.

for a week of bad dreams. Lose an ear to hear

Do not grieve too much, because when your

birdsong at dawn, rather than give up the sight to

dearest is returned, the torn holes shall be stitched

spot will-o-wisps in the dark, for they may lead

again, anew. The world may seem duller, but you

the way when you are astray. I speak for myself

will breathe the same golden air as your lost one

here, but only you know what you are willing to

and that is more than what most mortals who’ve

lose to get what you want. Be clever and prudent,

made mistakes can dream of.

and when you return the second time to set up a

Blend the mixture carefully with a spatula
or spoon, stirring clockwise, till the night has
swallowed up the moon, like a mother’s

stall of your own, set a price so paradoxical, the
Queen and the King are intrigued to visit.
But before we get ahead of ourselves, the

overbearing love. You will know it is done when

cake must come alive, sweetened with desperation

your hands hurt and you can move no more.

and longing. Add the nuts and wild berries into

Drop the six pomegranate seeds into the

the mixture, one at a time. Hold them each,

endless dark. Do not hesitate to ask a messenger

tightly, in the palm of your hand, making the same

from the underworld for help collecting them.

wish over and over, to see your little one safely

You will need to visit the Faery Market, at

returned. Some might sink and disappear, like the

least twice. Once for the nuts and berries, and then

night slowly losing her stars, like thoughts and

with your prize. Accept the glass of hazel milk at

dreams you forgot you had, but lingering still,

the entrance, but do not drink. They will lure you

invisible and intangible.

in with promises of golden apples and goblin fruit,

At last, the batter is ready.

deeper into their fold, a world of impossible toys,

Place the mixture carefully inside the

shimmering lights and jewel-stitched gowns. Long

oven. Set to bake, for two hours and twenty-one

ago, I too was tempted by their strange unending

minutes. But time may not feel the same to you.

delights, until I learnt the hard and thorny way, to

Do not, I repeat, do not fall asleep. If you do, you

resist their lies.

may wake up and find the oven gone, as though it

Each time, keep your name hidden. Be
ready to bargain, tooth and nail for what you need.
If they ask for a month of your restful sleep, settle

sprouted legs and scuttled away and you have to
start all over again.
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This happened to me the first time, after

naughty child, it will only seek to disobey. Keep a

I’d already given up three fingers and my voice.

close watch, until it is crispy and golden-brown. It

Again, I had to visit the Faery Market for some of

will smell like childhood, a promise unbroken, a

the ingredients, and I lost another memory as I

gossamer midsummer dream that you long to

prepared the batter, but when I saw her again,

remember.

fresh and dream-like as the day she disappeared,

Now there is just one thing left to do.

my heart sang with tears.

Wrap it carefully, get your winter cloak

“Mama”, she said, thin fingers on my
wrinkled face. “You look like Granny now.”
I wished I could tell her that she looked

and ride away to the Faery Market, before the first
light of dawn, before the grass glimmers with
dew. In the bustling marketplace, resplendent with

the same, that I had a casket full of untold stories

magics and deceits, find a quiet corner and kneel

for each night now, that her name returned to her

with your gift. They will come to bargain, each

tasted just as beautiful as the day I found it, but I

with promises more impossible than the last and

could not, I could not ever.

you must set the price higher each time, till the

So instead, I kissed her hair, and she
hugged me tightly. And as she sleeps to the

Queen and the King visit and you must not refuse
them.

whisper of the rustling leaves, I write down these

They cannot refuse you.

curious words, along with the stories I can no

Your stolen one may not recognize you at

longer narrate. One day, when I am no longer

first or for years, depending on how much of luck

there, and she is old enough to read, I hope that

you have traded away for this one moment. But

she will understand. Perhaps, she will pass it on.

this moment is all yours and the Fae are powerless

And if the same fate has befallen you,
you who holds these creased pages, know that you

to steal it from you.
You may garnish the cake with starlit

have not been alone, that others before you have

flower petals and add a few threads of glistening

fought and won, though the price has always been

spidersilk just to be sure.

too steep. This cake, you must remember, has a

In a perfect world, this will serve two, like

mind of its own, flavored by your deepest desire

it did for me, and like (I can only pray) it will do

and darkest fear. It knows its purpose and like a

for you.
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The Minute
by Joshua Green
“Is this the one you want?” The
technician spins around from his computer with
Tim’s retina recorder in hand. He plays the video
on the television one more time so Tim can see.
“Yes.” He smiles. A monitor beeps to his
left as he watches himself embrace his late wife.
He remembers that moment, often plays it in his
own head. “And I won’t remember when it
repeats?”
“No,” says the technician. He sounds
confident enough. “We have a dedicated care team
that will monitor your uploaded activity. Up to a
hundred days before you’re put into our secure
vault. We are fully staffed at all hours, and we
will monitor this one minute video one hundred
and forty four thousand times.” He pauses and
spins back towards the computer. “If we find any
sort of anomaly, we will terminate everything
immediately.”
His lungs ache as he inhales to speak and
his eyes hurt from the recent surgery. The white
walls around him spin from the lack of oxygen.
He’s old and in pain, his body skinny and frail.
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Finally he says, “And what if I’m okay with this
anomaly you’re talking about? I don’t want to get
shut off.”
“Against company policy, sir.” The
technician turns and removes his glasses before
letting out a sigh. “We asked for you to give us
the video so that everything is controlled. If
something glitches we would hate for you to
suffer.” He stops and looks to the ceiling, trying to
find the words. “Let me put it this way. For us,
it’s an issue of ethics. Since you’re living one
minute an infinite amount of times, we better
make sure it’s the exact one you want. A glitch
could be catastrophic for your experience.”
“Makes sense,” Tim says. He closes his
eyes and tries to imagine himself as a young man.
It’s difficult with all the tubes inside keeping him
alive. His breathing is labored, shallow, wet. He
badly wants to see his wife again, even if it won’t
really be her. “What do you want me to do?”
The light tapping of keys cuts through the
silence. “I need to ask you a few questions. Is that
alright?”
“Perfectly fine,” Tim says.
“Can you give me your full name?”
“Timothy Ray Garcia.”
“Perfect,” says the technician. “And your
late wife’s name?”
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“Janell Lee Garcia.”

yourself daydream. Start from the beginning.

“Wonderful,” the technician says. “Near

Work your way methodically into and out of that

perfect co-activation between the hippocampus

specific time. Maybe start a moment or two before

and the ventral striatum.”

you first saw her.”

“What does that mean?”
Tim can’t see the technician smiling. “It

“I can’t remember what we talked about.”
Tim is surprised at how much that pains him. His

means you loved your wife a whole lot. Still do. It

heart suffers a cold rush of failed nostalgia. “I

also decreases the chances of an anomaly. The

don’t remember at all.”

subconscious part of you wants to see her again.”
“Oh,” Tim says. He’s surprised the

“Of course you don’t!” The technician sits
down again before clicking away. “What you

technician can read that sort of thing on a

remember most is how you felt. The rest is a

computer. “Now what?”

broken slideshow.” He stops and turns, looking

“Now I want to see you think a bit about

Tim in the eyes. “Again, I just need to be able to

you and her together. Do you remember the first

see that we can recreate what you’re thinking. It

time you both met?”

helps when reconstructing experience. Not

Tim smiles. “Of course. Vividly.” Blurred

everyone is a perfect candidate for what we offer.

images come to mind. A rustic coffee shop. Sunny

How well you’re able to recreate a moment in

skies. He remembers how they had their first kiss

your mind and how well your subconscious is able

that night, outside the door of her apartment.

to fill in the gaps will tell us if you’re a good fit.

“Good.” He flips on other monitors and

We’re not simply inserting you into a prerecorded

begins moving about the room, checking

video. We’re reconstructing every aspect of your

machines. “Now, this might be kind of a strange

consciousness so that you experience that video.”

experience for you. Have you ever meditated?”
“Not really,” Tim says. “I was busy in
retirement.”
“No problem.” A moment later the
technician is hovering over him checking wires
and tubes. “Just focus on your breathing. Let

Tim takes a long, worn breath. He wants
to be done with this. He wants to be done
thinking. He just wants to see her again. “So you
want me to just think about when we met?”
“Yes,” he says. “Play it like a movie in
your mind. Close your eyes.”
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Tim settles back into the bed and closes
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around me people chatted, slapping laptop keys,

his eyes. It’s difficult at first, but soon enough the

playing games, talking with old friends and new

images come. He doesn’t realize he’s smiling.

acquaintances. My mind, however, was solely
focused on the woman in the brown chair who

ÂÂÂ
“Here you go, sir.”
I looked up to see a petite looking woman
holding out a small to-go cup. “What’s this?” I
asked. “I didn’t order anything.”
The woman smiled and pointed to a table
at the other end of the shop. “That lady with the
braid and the maroon jacket wanted me to give
this to you.”
I looked across the room and couldn’t help
but smile. “I thought this only happened in bars.”
The worker laughed and set the cup on the
table. “Well, now it happens here, too.”
“Do you know her name?” I asked.
“It’s Janell. She’s a regular.”
“Ah. Is she single?”
She laughed. “I would hope so.”
“Yeah, me too. Thanks.”
I barely noticed the worker as she left to
wash the table beside me. My heart was pumping
far too fast. I felt dizzy, and yet I somehow
managed to stand and grab the coffee before
making my way to the other end of the room. All

was so obviously pretending not to look my
direction.
“Thanks for the coffee,” I said when I was
close enough. It wasn’t witty. Definitely not
funny. I honestly didn’t know what else to say.
Janell looked up and slowly batted her
eyes. They were a beautiful dark hazel. I thought I
saw a tinge of green as well. “I didn’t buy you
that coffee.”
My heart locked, every part of me
immovable as stone. I looked around to see if
maybe I was pointed to the wrong girl. “Oh,” I
started to say. “I thought . . . I’m sorry.”
She was already laughing by the time my
eyes were back on hers. “I’m joking,” she said.
“I’m Janell.”
“I know,” I said.
“Do you? And how’s that?” Her tone was
playful. Mine was entirely too matter of fact.
“The lady who gave me this told me.”
“Did she?” I caught her eyes wander over
in her direction. They were both smiling.
“Yes.”
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“Well, are you going to sit down so we
can get to know each other?”
I was surprised, then, at how my heart
relaxed. In the span of a moment she had gained

dark server room, living out the same minute over
and over again, the one desire of her heart being
perpetually filled. He is just minutes away from
this same awful fate.

my trust and affection. “I would love nothing
more.”

He looks outside and strains his eyes a bit.
It’s a bright day. He sees a young couple pushing
a stroller while their young daughter silly dances

ÂÂÂ

on the sidewalk in front of them. He smiles.
“What are you remembering?”

The whir of machines cut through his

“Huh?” Tim shuffles up in his bed the

reverie.
“Your wife sounds funny.”
Tim opens his eyes and watches as a
window on the monitor disappears. It takes him a

best he can to get a better look at the technician.
He’s typing away while glancing at a monitor to
the right.
“The areas in your brain that I mentioned

moment to realize he’s being spoken to. “She was
hilarious,” he says. He remembers the long walk

before. They’re lighting up.”
“Oh,” Tim said. “I saw a young couple

they went on after, caffeine running through their
veins as the Saturday morning sun hugged the tops
of the trees. “Did it work?”
“More than enough,” he says. “Hang tight
while I send the information over to another
department.”
A couple minutes go by. He feels the
silence echo around in his heart, bouncing off
every empty wall, like a condemned house with
peeling plaster. He wishes she were here with him
in this moment, just as he had been for her. He
thinks of Janell and how she’s locked in a cold,

outside with their kids. Made me think of my
own.”
“It sounds like you’ve lived a good life,
Mr. Garcia. I can tell you loved your kids a lot.”
Tim gives the technician a puzzled look,
though he can’t quite see. “And how would you
know that just by reading the computer?”
The technician turns in his chair and puts
one leg over his knee. “The medial orbitofrontal
cortex mediates the feeling of remorse. The strong
co-activation between the hippocampus and the
ventral striatum I just witnessed suggests that you
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The technician laughs. “I’ve been asked

loved your kids a lot and that you’re glad you had
them.”

that before. It’s technically possible. Illegal,
“I do love them,” Tim says. “Not sure I

though.”
“Illegal? Why?” He coughs as he says

like the feeling I’m getting now, though.”
“Nostalgia, you mean?” asks the

this. It’s thick and wet. He can feel his body

technician. He sighs and looks back at his

beginning to shut down. He tries not to think of

computer. “I know what you mean. The brain is a

his faux afterlife. Not yet.
“The Crimes After Death Act—or

funny thing, Mr. Garcia. It’s able to take a specific
memory and attach a reward value to that

CADA—prohibits it. Since we don’t have the

memory. The feeling we get from this

resources to sift through every second of your

combination is that of nostalgia.” He pauses.

retina device, we can’t be certain that you didn’t

“Though, it is strange that we often don’t feel

commit some sort of crime. We’re not allowed to

rewarded by the nostalgic.”

let people relive their terrible acts.”
“Even though the person in the driver seat

Tim doesn’t respond. Instead he looks
outside. The family is long gone and despite all

is the only one conscious?” Tim furrows his brow

the nostalgia crammed inside his dying body, he

at this.

tries to be thankful that he was able to experience

“Congress has always been about fifty

the good of raising children. He thinks he would

years behind technology. The public wasn’t into it

do it all over again if he could. “Do you think

either. Activists that wanted us shut down were

your company will ever allow someone to relive

able to spin that into a law.”

longer than just a minute?”
“Oh, absolutely,” says the technician. He

“Not even my Janell will be really
conscious when I see her again. It will just be like

doesn’t miss a beat. “In fact, it’s our goal. It’s just

watching a video. She’ll just be an image.” These

that the technology isn’t there yet.”

words grate against his soul. Tears form around

“Would you be able to condense all the
footage of my life into one minute?”

the whites of his eyes.
“You won’t know that once you’re in
there, Mr. Garcia.” The technician turns around
and moves to the bed, checking once more over
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the wires. “I’m going to need you to do some
more remembering now. Can you do that for me?”
“Sure,” Tim says. He tries to compose
himself. He almost fails. “What now?”
“Access a memory of your children.

I staggered to my feet, mind numb, eyes
heavy and worthless. The soft yellow of the
nightlight just below the bassinet revealed a
scrunched and angry face. I watched his small,
thin lips as he quivered for care. I was terrified of

Something that hasn’t ever quite left you. Do the

dropping him, so I shook out my hands before

same as before. Work your way into it. Allow

reaching into the bassinet.

your mind to fill in the gaps. Doesn’t matter if it’s
right.”

“There there,” I said, my fingers gently
moving under his tiny head. My other hand lifted

“Ok,” Tim says. He lays his head back

from his butt as I brought him close to my chest.

and closes his eyes. He’s surprised at how many

He stopped crying after he felt my warmth. I

memories there are for him to choose. “Ready?”

watched as he yawned himself back to sleep.

He hears the technician move back to his
computer. “Ready.”

Using my knees I bounced up and down,
softly. I didn’t really know what to do with him

He leans back and allows the first memory

other than just look and wonder and bounce. I

to come to him like a child running to see his

wondered what he would be like someday. I

father after a long day at work.

wondered what he would look like and who he
would love, or if he would love anyone at all. I

ÂÂÂ
I felt the punch to my arm before I heard

thought about all the little quirks I had so quickly
learned to love. His strength in the way he could
break his right arm from his onesie, in order to put

the cry.
“Can you get him?” Janell asked. She
turned back over. It was a command, not a
question.
“Does he need to eat?”
“He ate twenty minutes ago,” she
mumbled. “He just wants to be held.”

his thumb in his mouth. His desire for the
presence of others by his incessant cries in the
middle of the night. Even the way his eyes tried to
focus on mine made me at a loss for words.
I don’t know how long went by. Perhaps a
moment or an hour. Though when I was sure that
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“Are we done?” He says this to break the

he was asleep, I gently placed him back into his
bassinet and crawled back into bed.

technician out of his strange trance.

“Thank you.” She was still awake.
“Of course,” I said, placing my arm over
her belly.

“Just about,” he says, looking up. “I just
need one more. I apologize in advance for what it
is.”
“What’s that?” Tim asks.

ÂÂÂ
“I’m surprised you remember that,” says
the technician.
Tim opens his eyes with a heavy, aching
heart. “For some reason it’s stuck with me my
whole life.”
“Was he your first?” He’s typing again,
probably sending more information.
“He was. I think I remember that so
vividly because it was our first night home. I’d
never held a newborn alone like that before.”
“You’re right,” the technician says. “Our
brains hold first time experiences much like how
bookmarks hold a page for us.”
“That’s a lot of bookmarks,” Tim says.
The technician stops and turns before
taking off his glasses, twirling them around in his
hand. “For some, yes.” He’s staring at the floor
now. Tim doesn’t understand why. He wishes he
were hooked up to the machine.

“I need you to think about the last time
you saw your wife. I need you to think about what
that felt like. Same as before.”
“Why?” He coughs, anger riding along the
edge of his voice. He doesn’t mind nostalgia. But
thinking about his wife like that on his deathbed
would be torturous. “I don’t want to do that.”
“Twice isn’t enough for our science,” the
technician says. “We’ve nailed it down to three or
four. I’m only asking you to do three. We just
need to see that co-activation one last time. It
needs to be strong, though.”
“Fine,” Tim says. He’s not interested in
fighting. The man in front of him holds the keys
to his afterlife, after all.
He closes his eyes and feels his body
weaken. It’s giving up, and he knows he doesn’t
have much time left. He uses this to conjure
thoughts of his wife lying in bed, old and sick,
unable to see anything at all.
ÂÂÂ
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two a moment to say goodbye.” I watched as she
I stepped into the room with a small

left the room, closing the door behind her.

bouquet in my hands. The vase beside the bed was

We spoke of our deep love for one

empty of flowers, full of water. “How are you

another. I thanked her for fun, friendship, and the

feeling?” I asked.

way she snorted when she laughed. We exchanged

Janell looked my way with white hair and

unneeded apologies for forgotten words and

glossy eyes. “I feel sick,” she said. “You brought

forgotten fights. My heart ached watching her

plants.”

eyes grope hopelessly for the sight of my face. I
“I did.” I stepped forward with a smile as

wanted her to see me again as an old man full of

the sun from the window beyond blinded me.

love. I gently rubbed her hand and sang soft songs

Kneeling beside the bed, I reached forward so that

under soft, warm sunlight. She smiled as she

the petals could tickle her nose. She laughed and

always did. I cried like a child.

swatted them away playfully. “You’re always
bugging me. Stop bugging me.”

She died in my arms an hour later,
slipping quietly into the corporate machine.

“I can’t,” I said. I looked over to the
ÂÂÂ

technician in the corner. Her hair was pulled tight
into a bun. “Is everything working?”

Tim opens his eyes. They’re wet and his

“Just about,” the technician said. “Are you
sure this is the minute you want to live?”
I looked to Janell.
“Are you asking him or me?” She winked
at me and smiled.
“You, Janell,” said the technician. “I just
want to be sure.”
“Yes, I’m sure.”
A moment later the technician rose from
her desk and said, “Then it’s time. I’ll give you

heart is in his throat. A deep longing grips him
despite knowing that he will see her face again. It
won’t truly be her, and he hates that it will fool
him so.
“Thank you,” the technician says. “I know
that must have been difficult.”
Tim doesn’t want the kind words. He
wants to be done. “Are we ready?”
“Just give me another moment. Waiting
for confirmation.” He rises and walks over to the
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A moment later he slips silently into the
machine, where he will remain alone forever.

“Sure,” Tim says. “That’s fine. What does
ÂÂÂ

it matter.”
The technician pauses, as if he can’t quite
think of the words to say. Finally he asks, “Why
did you choose the minute you did?”
“What’s wrong with what I chose?”
“Nothing,” he says. He takes a step back
to inspect every wire from a distance. Then, he
strokes the scruff on his face, obviously deep in
thought. “It’s just that most people choose
something momentous, like the tail end of a great
sexual experience, or their wedding day. I’ve even
had some adrenaline junkies choose to relive their
first time parachuting.”
Tim smiles and closes his eyes. “She
chose the same minute.”
The technician considers this for a
moment before moving back to his desk. Tim can
hear him clicking around the monitors. A moment
later he asks, “Are you ready?”
A pause hangs in the air between them as
he says a goodbye to every bookmarked memory
he can find, every love he’s ever felt, every image
of her he can conjure. After a minute or so of this,
he says, “Ready.”

He slams the car door shut, his eyes
working through the busy crowd of people coming
and going. She said gate 3, he thinks. It takes
everything in him to stay by the car. He hasn’t
seen her in months. Ninety-seven days to be
exact—he’s been counting. Being apart while
Janell took care of her mother had been agonizing
for both of them.
He works his way over to the passenger
door to try and get a better look.
“You need to move along, sir.”
Tim turns around and finds a police
officer looking at him. “She’s on her way out
right now.” He says this before turning around,
whispering, “Come on, Janell. Let’s go.”
His heart pumps with excitement. He’s
sure hers is too. A moment later he sees her
standing at the door, looking around with equal
expectation.
“Janell!” he says, waving his hand in the
air. Their eyes meet and his heart gladdens at her
smile. She runs towards him in her heels, dragging
a large black suitcase behind her. When she’s
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close enough she jumps into his arms. “I missed
you,” Tim says, holding her tight. “I missed you
so much.” The longing he once felt disappears in
her presence.
“I missed you, too,” she says. “I’m so
glad to be home.”
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Visarjan

scooped up soil from the infant earth and shaped it

by Disha Bisht

whose people would learn to bite the hand that

I return to the mortal realm at the end of
spring maas every year, when the air’s infused
with the crisp fragrance of blossoming marigolds
and laborers piece me together with practised
hands lacking the touch of reverence. The
veneration comes later when I’m placed within the
four walls of palatial homes and situated on grassy
compounds surrounded by the fluttering silks of
colourful marquees aiming for the skies.
The palms that put me together are
severely calloused—coarse sandpaper that could
flatten metal if driven with enough ambition.
These are the hands that build a nation, but these
are also hands that are capable of burning it to the
ground if not shackled by the necessities of
existence. The reverence in them was lost over
years of practising a craft that’s never performed
for a purpose beyond the immediate need to
quieten rumbling bellies.
These are hands that forged the world
once, eons ago under first light, yet these are
hands that are not allowed to touch those
permitted to join in prayer. These are hands that

despite the resulting scrapes and cuts, their
persistence laying the foundation for a civilization

feeds them.
In contrast, the palms joined in prayer are
soft and tender. Unlined and unmarred, they carry
neither a blister nor a sore, their surface gentler
than the uncurdled milk poured on my façade
every morning for nine days of celebration. These
are the hands that sustain a nation and build upon
its foundations, lofty structures that often lose
sight of what lies within—structures upholding a
reality that distinguishes between the
responsibility of putting me together without much
in return, and the privilege of demanding blessings
often unearned.
Strife pollutes the mortal world now, and
it’s written in gold and settled like dust in the
chasms between the privileged and the pauper. At
the bottom of every ladder lies the wretch with
leathery palms and irreverent touches, putting
things together without reaping the benefits of
performing such an indispensable task.
Every year, I’m cast into my mortal form
using an ancient art that’s more obligation than
honor in these new ages, its true power buried
beneath layers of duty-driven drudgery. Bedecked
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with jewels and set on pedestals from where one

me in irrespective of my form, build, and size. She

can watch this wicked world unfurl, I sit still

accepts me with open arms even when my

within the idols that house my spirit, the weight of

indissoluble form is a threat to her integrity. She

finery dragging me down. I’m built from materials

is, after all, one of my many children, coaxed into

as numerous as the stars in the night sky, my

this land from her resting place in the glaciers far

pieces put together in perfect order by the laws of

north during the happenings of first light. When

an old practice that gives one the power to

I’m immersed in her waters now in the sputtering

summon the divine into all manner of inanimate

ends of dying light, the hubbub of festivities is

objects. If only the more subtle details of this art

drowned out by the resounding wails of a force

had not been lost to the tides of time and change,

defiled beyond recognition. Choked to the brim

details that spoke of miracles between a sculptor’s

with all manner of litter, river writhes and raves

fingers that could breathe life into an idol.

about the injustice of it all—of praying to a god

Alas, times have changed and even
divinity is bound by the laws of the world it

for rains when their child sits festering with waste.

It’s only a matter of time, I wish to tell

creates. Even if I were to be raised from the solid

her, but I’m aware she doesn’t need such a

cast of my mortal abode, my powers would still be

reminder; she’s been biding her time for longer

weighed down by the limits of existence. Birthing

than I have. We can feel the unrest building in her

and recasting a world are entirely different things,

wild currents when they tear me to smaller pieces

and while I may have given life to this realm,

every year and deposit my parts across the many

what becomes of it is contingent on the choices

lands she travels. I don’t dissolve, of course; I’m

exercised by those inhabiting it. Change always

part of the squalid, ever- heaving bedrock. My

strikes at the end of an era in a world that can only

hands and feet either wash up on shores or go

ever be relearned, never redone.

deeper into my daughter’s depths where they pile

On the tenth and final day of spring
prayers, I’m taken to the many shores and banks
of this subcontinent, accompanied by a fanfare

up like years’ worth of disappointments waiting to
break the surface.
And through it all, the wheel of time spins

that echoes across the lands but dims under the

on, ceaseless, and my fragments gather in the

murky waters of my grave. The holy river takes

depths of this land’s holiest rivers until there are
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cities underwater built of humankind’s detritus.

gleaming façades. When all is lost, they do the

The soaring spires of filth are bound to surge up

only thing they have ever done in the face of a

and meet their makers, pushed to their towering

power they cannot fully comprehend: they fall to

forms by the products of innumerable tenth days.

their knees and join their palms in supplication.

This is my gift, my blessing, to humankind. It

The rough-handed people are not bound

works on the principle of give-and-take and

by such limitations; forged in the fires of

demands a price for every transgression against

desperation and hardened on the anvil of reality,

this world that I have built and that they have been

they draw from their knowledge of sculpting a god

tasked to protect.

they never had the liberty to worship. To them, I

My daughter is the bearer of this blessing,

am but materials put together to earn a coin or two

of course. When it’s finally time, she lets loose

in return. They don’t fear me as their masters do;

with a fury that has been simmering within her for

they know me for who and what I am before the

lifespans. Her call is infectious and attracts my

clay dries into my many-limbed form. My

other children who join her cause with grievances

wayward parts cannot harm them, not when they

of their own: fire, wind and earth rise to meet her

have learned how much more terrifying beings

battle cry, each driven by the desire to rid this

built of flesh and bones can be.

realm of the many maladies that have infected it
over the years.
In the end, the pieces of me that were

They pick up my scraps and refashion
them without hesitation, driven by the instinct to
survive even as the world burns around them. This

submerged on so many tenth days rise like

is a routine they are quite familiar with, and it

soldiers from their water-castles, besmirching

isn’t long before I’m being subjected to the

fertile lands and razing forests down to their roots.

precise motions of rough palms working still with

Some of my more ambitious parts cast in bronze

the gritty indifference that comes from picking

and brass even manage to flatten buildings. The

leftovers.

people with soft palms cower behind their lofty

I’m a leftover myself—a remnant of a

structures that end up folding like paper castles,

past saturated with unspeakable injustices. Bound

the metal that had once kept them up crumbling

forever by the laws of time and existence, I watch

under the onslaught of a grit firmer than their

quietly as the water recedes and the rubble is
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cleared to make way for a new world. Against all

city. Suddenly, it feels like the fate of this land

expectations, I’m assembled like clockwork in the

hinges on an exchange between two unnamed

last days of this era’s nascent spring maas, the

survivors learning to unlearn.

memory of destruction still a smarting wound as

“You could always help,” the young

parts of me lie strewn across open graveyards—

sculptor says at last, and there’s a hint of

reminders of all that has been lost.

amusement in her voice that I haven’t heard

“Why do you continue building a god that

across generations of her people. It appears to jolt

has never served you?” asks a young man in the

her companion into action. Two sets of hands

ruins of a once-magnificent city just as calloused

press me into shape then, these gentle, lingering

fingers model me from red-tinged soil.

touches that hint at a desire to seize the moment.

The question goes unanswered but the
fingers in motion become more insistent. Forceful.

Both hands are scarred, but one carries marks that
are fresh and out-of-place, like harsh rips on

“It’s like you don’t desire freedom or a

parchment paper. The world around me continues

fresh start,” the young man continues, bubbling

to crumble even as it’s being put together, but the

with what he thinks is righteous fury. “Why

hands anchored to me carry the promise of

continue a tradition that’s always been cruel to

something lasting and stable. These are hands

your people?”

belonging to persons who have seen the futility in

A pause. And then—

sustaining a society on fault lines when nothing

“Because I choose to do it now,” comes

can hope to stand between destruction and a

the simple response, and the silence that follows is
sharp enough to cut. “Who knows? I may or may

vengeful wave of one’s own making.
My form this time is simple: body built of

not come back to it next maas. Perhaps, you

a soil wet with blood, deliberately out-of- shape

should ask yourself why you choose to express

and crowned with a garland of soft bay leaves

anger on my behalf.”

strung together with the frayed remnants of half-

No one speaks for a while after that. The

burnt jute. Instead of being submerged, I’m cast

sound of distant waves crashing miles inshore

aside on a broken pedestal with a grim sort of

continues to hum like a haunted lullaby here,

finality. From here, I watch this strange world

echoing in the silent streets of this once golden

askew and bask in the pleasant unfamiliarity of it
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all. I may miss the gentle motions and the violent
tugs of the great river at times, but I could get
used to the idea of never being summoned into
form and given away to her waters again. From
where I sit, established without the pomp and
ceremony of an era past, I savour the languid
crawl of time in this new age of possibilities
shaped by hands that I’d no longer be able to tell
apart.
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Winter’s Heart

that we met in the Alps. It’s true. He came

by Vanessa Fogg

found me instead: one of her maidens. Her votary.

Her country lies wherever winter is. Her

When people ask, my husband and I say

looking, like so many, for Winter’s Queen. He

“I can’t stay,” I warned him. I’m not sure
he believed me.

breath casts frost on windowpanes and a shake of
her white hair unlooses snow from the clouds. She

ÂÂÂ

is beautiful and pale. Her eyes are the grey of
My young son hides around the corner,

meltwater. Her heart, needless to say, is ice.
The ice of her touch is all I crave now.

leaps out and wraps his arms around my waist.

This house is too hot. So well insulated

Mommy, mommy, he giggles, I caught you! His

that no frost blooms on the windows. No icicles

face flushed, his long lashes blinking slyly. His

grow from the eaves. There is light here, and

sister pulls on my arm, No, she’s mine! And we

noise. My children run and wrestle and sob and

fall in slow motion to the floor, a tangle of bodies,

shout. The tv is too loud. My husband laughs from

rolling and flailing like the little family of foxes

the living room, and I feel my eye twitch.

which I once watched play in the snow. Mine,

Outside the snow piles high. White drifts

mine! the children cry, tussling. Their hearts

swathe the house and muffle the world. Outside

beating fast against me. Their bodies so warm.

there is silence. Stillness.

Mine.

I imagine walking there, into the glittering
ÂÂÂ

cold, and into her country.

Not yet, my heart tells me. I hear my
children call. Not yet.
ÂÂÂ

At the core of Winter’s realm, there are no
beating hearts. No moving blood or warmth. Not
even breath.
There, the Queen keeps an orchard of ice.
Bare branches glisten with frozen fruit. The ghosts
of autumn’s sweet apples. Thin shells of ice
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enclose what was once juicy flesh—the flesh long

The room is too hot and bright. The lights

rotted away, leaving only air. When the Queen

overhead throb. My breath catches, and my lungs

walks past, the hollow ice apples tinkle and chime.

are too small. I get off the phone quickly. I slump

“I love you,” my husband tells me as we

down against the kitchen wall.

Hold on, I tell myself. For my son, who is

fall asleep at night. It’s not enough.

nearly four years old. For the sake of his sister and
ÂÂÂ
He never would have found her orchard.
He could never make it to her realm.
He came, like so many, for a rumor of

father.
My heart is tight and hot, battering itself
against a cage of bone.
ÂÂÂ

beauty. A peace that he didn’t really want, that’s
not in his nature.

Only a few come to true Winter.

I had been in Winter’s country for a long,
long time. Meeting him—it woke something in
me.

Those who love her more than anything
else. Who can’t stay away.
Those who climb and crawl to her

“Go, then,” said the Queen.

mountain home. Or who find other doors in other
places: who walk into blinding snow storms, trek

ÂÂÂ
It’s hard to be human. Hard to stay in this
world. I’ve tried, for seven turns of the seasons.
It’s my youngest’s fourth birthday this
Saturday. I’ve put together the bags of party
favors. I’ve ordered the pizza and cake. I’m on the
phone, confirming details with the rec centre
where we’ll hold the party.
All it once, it feels like too much.

across glaciers, find hidden paths through snowladen pines and stumble into caves of ice.
Or a middle-aged woman who is simply
taking out the trash late one winter night. She
drags the bins down the driveway, and looks up as
she feels the first cold feather-kisses on her face.
The falling snow is illuminated by streetlamps. All
the world is aglitter. And she knows she has only
to reach out, to wish, to take a single step—and
she can be back in the heart of Winter.
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and dark down her back. She smells of strawberry
ÂÂÂ
In the orchard, I saw the pilgrims find

shampoo, of summer and sweetness. The heat of
the bath clings to her skin.
She and her brother are almost nothing

their Queen. I felt their yearning.
I saw her reach into their chests. With a
single finger, she gilded their hearts with ice.
Their hearts ceased to beat. They stilled

like me. They’re like their father: warm and
brilliant and laughing, adventurous and at home in
this world. They play and slip and laugh in the
snow. But they’re not of Winter at all.

and froze.
This is what her people seek, in Winter’s

ÂÂÂ

core.
Hearts that are hollowed like her frozen

I get through the next days. We celebrate

ghost apples. The heated flesh melted away. Only

my son’s birthday. I make small talk with other

the thinnest shell of ice is left--the impression of

parents as a dozen children run and tumble in a

what once was.

gym, bouncing on soft mats and inflatables. When

Stillness. Silence. Peace. All the mad
flurry of the world slipped away. All burdens

the noise and heat become too much, I close my
eyes and think of the cold.

gone. Hearts that are empty, weightless as air.
Peace. I remember the lightness in my

I watch my children. My son now four,
my daughter six. I take my husband’s hand.

chest. How free I felt. Sometimes when I moved, I
could feel my ice-heart chiming faintly. In the

But I’m already slipping away. It’s nearly
time to say goodbye.

deep cold of Winter, under ice-glazed branches
ÂÂÂ

and the ringing ghosts of autumn fruit, all is at
rest.

“I’m sorry,” I tell the man who lured me
ÂÂÂ

away.
“I know,” he says. He’s holding me in the

My daughter comes to me for a goodnight
hug. Her hair is wet from her bath, hanging long

dark. But already his touch feels distant.
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I kiss my husband and children goodbye,
then step into the falling snow. The night sky is
moonless but lit with the snow’s reflection, so that
everything is luminescence and pearl. Her world
shines before me.
I know the path I’m taking.
My heart has grown too heavy for this
world. It needs a rest. Just like it did when I first
came to her, ages ago. When I first begged for the
touch of her ice. The hollowing and emptying of
burdens. I pledged myself to her; I joined her
court. I’m hers.
But I’m not hers alone.
In the spring, ice thaws and apple
blossoms grow. Bees buzz as they fly from flower
to flower; the birds return. And eventually, rich
fruits swell and grow.
Under a shell of ice—after Winter’s
rest—a human heart can also regrow.
I hear my children crying in the house
behind me. They’ve cried since they were old
enough to understand. Part of me cries out for
them, too. But their father is with them,
comforting them. And I’ll be back with the
Spring. I always will.

27
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The
Drowned King
by Ioanna Papadopoulou
“Naomi,” I hear Cyme, my future mother,
call me. “Come here.” She orders me. I obediently
come to her and kneel in front of her chair so we
are eye to eye. “Are you ready? I will take care of
your son while you are away. In case you fail,”
she begins, but I shake my head.
“I will not fail,” I say, certain.
She smiles comfortingly and caresses my
hair. “You might. That is why not every woman
can become a Matriarch. My son might try not to
join his father at the parliament. Your job is to
ensure he has no option but to stay with him.”
I haven’t considered much of my future
husband’s desire to join or not. He was born and
raised for that position. It was his duty and his
privilege to represent our tribe, our land, and our
future to the Gods in the sea. It was my strength
and my skills that made me his bride. “I have no
doubt that you raised Novak well.” I kiss her

hands to show my respect for Cyme. “I am certain
he will do his duty and will not resist.”
She offers me her hand, open palmed, and
I give her mine. “Just be prepared for it. Now
stand up for me.” She smiles once she examines
me. “The most beautiful daughter,” Cyme calls
me, and I swell in pride. I have longed for her as
my mother far more that I longed to marry her
son. I have longed to be her kin, her family, and
her true heir. “Only one thing missing.” She pulls
my hair and starts brushing it. She braids it in a
tiresome design, the one she chooses. She divides
my hair in two and starts swapping tiny strands of
hair from each side until she reaches the end of
my hair. The braid is beautiful. It looks like a fish
bone, serving as another honour to the sea on this
special day of my wedding.
I wear some very tight and body shaping
black tights that allow flexibility and agility. They
will help with keeping me warm while
underwater. My top is similarly tight and sticks
around my body. It is bound around my neck,
leaving the top of my back bare but keeping my
breasts firmly in place. I wanted to have strong
support.
“Ready?” she asks me.
I nod. I breathe deeply and follow Cyme
as we exit our house. It is where I will reside with
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her and all the other women of the royal family.

them. The oldest of them, the great grandmother

We will all be matriarchs and wives of Kings. It is

of Novak, my future husband, walks closer to me.

the biggest house of the tribe. It is at the top of the

“What is your name?” the oldest matriarch

hill, where we live and face the sea. I walk

asks me. I have never personally met another

without shoes to show how little the rocks and the

matriarch before except for Cyme.

heat affect me. I want to show everybody how

“I am Naomi,” I say to her.

strong I am and worthy of the power that has been

She nods and I can’t read her expression.

given to me.
I am strong despite not being born in the

Is she pleased with me or not? “Naomi has
already produced a son, the next King.” Cyme

tribe. I am part of a new blood, a new legacy, that

praises me. “She has recovered completely from

still upholds the traditions of the past. I hold my

the birth, and she is ready in body and spirit to

head high as the rest of the tribes’ men and

marry Novak, our new King and future

women watch me walk to my wedding. They all

representative to the parliament underwater.”

slowly follow behind me as Cyme leads us all.
Finally, we reach the seaside. The sand

The oldest matriarch nods but looks
disinterested in what Cyme says. “You are one of

burns my feet, and I want to jump around, but I

the few survivors.” I remain still. “Are you sure

bite my tongue to remain steady. I glance behind

you can do this?” This time she speaks in a low

me, and I see the eyes of all the people that

tone, nearly a whisper. “Life as one of us is not

thought I wouldn’t survive their way of life. I

easy.”

hope they feel my spite as I stand before them, as

My mind immediately goes back over all

one of their future rulers and leaders, the one that

the words and remarks that followed me all my

beat their daughters, born and bred in the tribe.

life in the tribe. I am an outcast even though the

Cyme walks again, and I follow her. The rest of

tribe had trained me without discrimination and

the tribe stays still. They will not come with me

nobody is unkind. “I am certain. I am determined

where I am going.

and hard of heart,” I add, as the memories of

“I present to you my future daughter.” She
says to the other matriarchs. There are three of

being different push my words against my better
judgement. “I survived the sea when others
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perished,” I boastfully add. It is hubris, I know it
as I speak.
The woman smiles at me, and I think she

“I do,” I say, only this time less loudly.
Cyme is looking down and doesn’t return my
gaze. I know that in case I fail in this marriage,

looks more confident of my worthiness and

she will have to finish what I started. She will not

possibilities of success than before. “Naomi,” she

only have to raise my son and find him a bride

says my name loudly and the whole tribe is silent

once he is of age, but she will have to go find

and still as we listen to her. “You have

Novak in the watery cave and finish the marriage

successfully given birth to a son, as it is demanded

ceremony herself. I know that this is something

of any future Queen and matriarch. That son will

that no mother should do. “It is a wife’s burden,”

become the next King and will join his father and

I add, and the rest of the matriarchs nod.

grandfathers in the parliament. That will be the

“Then I accept you, Naomi, as a bride of

case whether you succeed or not in your marriage.

our King,” she says to me. Cyme looks up and

Cyme will raise him on your behalf.” She says

smiles, relieved. I never knew if she had any

and shows my future mother, who nods in

doubts about me and my suitability. “As a future

agreement. “Do you understand the meaning of

Queen and Matriarch.” She makes space for me to

your marriage?” she asks me.

walk past her. My feet have lost all feeling from

“I do.” I answer loud enough for everyone
to hear me.
“Do you understand the importance and
value of your success?” she asks me.
“I do,” I answer again, as I did before. If I

the heat of the sand. I walk a few steps and feel
the pain all over. This time I cannot stop my face
from twitching, but I don’t care because nobody
can see my face. They only see that I am stronger
than most and neither heat nor cold, land or sea

succeed in delivering a new King representative in

can daunt me from my purpose. It is a relief when

the parliament, I will be declared a hero and a

my feet reach the waves, and the sand is cool. I

Matriarch.

walk further in and allow the sea to take me in. I

“Do you understand that if you fail, Cyme

feel the cold water as it enfolds me. I feel the need

will have to take your place and role?” she asks

to take steps back because the water is freezing

me. I glance at her and I nod slower this time.

cold and my skin disagrees with it, but I keep
walking slowly, and soon, I am fully underwater.
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white. It is long and both its ends are round and
thick.
Novak and I got along. I don’t love him

as I force them to take deep breaths of cold sea

because he was never what I was looking for. Yet,

air. “It’s fucking cold,” I add, and I start to swim.

I do like him. I am still surprised that I have a

I am one of the best swimmers in the tribe.

level of affection for him. He was kind when we

I am able to hold my breath longer than anyone

slept together. He had cried and kissed Call when

that has ever championed me, and I don’t tire

he was born. He had kissed me with true affection

easily. Swimming makes the cold more bearable.

holding our baby in his arms and crying like a

The muscles, although unhappy to move when I

child. I wasn’t sure if he was crying on the day the

am so cold, obey me and soon I am more

baby was born because he was happy or sad. I

comfortable. The sun has moved a lot by the time

never asked him.

I reach the cave. I have swum for hours.
I am out of breath when I put my hand

There is sudden and sharp pain on my
head when Novak swings the white stick down

over the stone floor of the cave. It is completely

onto my head. There is blood. I feel it as it runs

dark save for the fires. I crawl up the cave, and I

down my face, and I taste it when it reaches my

lie on my back as I let my body rest from the

mouth. I see him from the corner of my eye as he

hours of exercise. My whole body aches, and I

is about to hit me again. I am immediately up my

start to feel the cold as I rest on the wet rock. I

feet, and I sway around as I feel suddenly dizzy.

close my eyes, and I feel myself drifting to sleep,

My head hurts, and the blood rolls over my eyes.

completely forgetting why I swam for all those

“Novak,” I say.

hours, and who was waiting for me. It is only as I

He doesn’t answer me. I hear him rather

hear something fall and roll over the floor that I

than see him coming at me, and I raise my hands

am startled awake. I glance around, and I see

to protect my face as I walk a few steps back to

Novak walking to me. He is a big man, and he

the rocky wall to support my body. “I can’t see,

looks bigger because I am lying on the floor. I

Novak,” I say. He brings his white stick down on

start to rise, and I see that he is holding something

me again, but I fall to my knees and avoid being
hit. I crawl away as he turns to hit me again. I
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kick his leg as he tries to hit me and I see him

Queen that has come before them. Cyme had gone

stumble and fall. He bangs his head on the rocky

through her own marriage. My eyes move to the

wall as he falls down.

last seated King, who Cyme positioned there

I stay down and watch him as he holds his

before she swam away from the parliament. He is

head in pain and starts to whimper. His muffled

bones now, like his father and grandfathers. I

sounds quickly become sobs. I am left to watch

notice he is missing one of his arms.

him as he lets go of his white stick and bring his

I had been told of the place. I know why it

legs to his face and hugs them tightly. He leans on

is important to give our Kings to the sea; why they

the cold floor, and he wails. I lie opposite of him

need to represent us to the Gods in the sea. It is

and close my eyes. The pain in my head is still

the only reason why our tribe survives, while

there but as I simply lie, it starts to lessen. I still

others, like my old tribe, perish. They are our

feel dizzy, and I am not certain if I will be able to

protectors and our representatives to the divine,

stand, but I am able to focus on Novak and the

but I cannot stomach the sight. All the eyes are

environment around me.

looking at me. They judge me.

The cave is dark, only illuminated by fire

I had thought they would judge me to

torches and a larger central fire. I turn to face the

decide if I am worthy to marry their son, the latest

rest of the cave. Cyme, Novak’s mother and my

King, but I feel different as I lie before them. My

future mother, told me of it. She described it from

blood has dried on my skin, and I am very cold

her own memory of her marriage. The ancestors

and uncomfortable. They judge me as a murderer.

of the tribe carved and built the parliament of

They judge me a beast for what I am about to do.

Kings in it. She had described it as magnificent. I

My father in law, Novak’s father and Cyme’s

think it’s haunting.

husband, is looking directly at me despite not

The small light makes the shadows longer

having eyes, skin or face.

and darker. It makes the faces of all the Kings

“No,” I snap to myself. These thoughts are

stand out as they look down on me. I pull my

a problem. They have no place in what I am about

body to stand in front of them. Their empty eye

to do. They have no place in this cave. These

sockets are on me. I feel the absence of where

thoughts are part of another tribe. In my tribe, the

their eyes should have been. I am not the first

one I belong to now, what I will do is not called
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murder. It is called a royal marriage, and it is a

louder. “Novak,” I repeat, and I don’t stop calling

privilege.

his name until I hear him move.
“Shut up!” he snaps at me. I turn and look

As it was my privilege to be rescued and
adopted while the older women and men of my

at him, still hugging himself at the other side of

old tribe were left to drown. It was my privilege to

the cave. He is small. The light makes him look

be taught to swim and to be allowed to champion

consumed by dark shadows, and I am so scared of

for the hand of the King. I feel tears on my face.

him suddenly. I hate him because he is kind. I hate

“It is my privilege,” I mutter. “It is my right. It is

him because he is a person with feelings and a

my choice,” I add, but the words are hollow.

proper life. I hate him because I feel things I don’t

“Novak,” I call, and I am suddenly crying,

want to because of his kindness.
“I don’t love you,” I blurt out, and I am

properly and childishly. Novak has been kind, but
I don’t love him. He is my husband to be, but I

not sure why I say it. I think it’s partly to hurt

don’t love him because I have to kill him. How

him.

can I love a man that I competed with other

He doesn’t answer immediately. I turn my

women for the honour of killing? Novak was kind,

back to him and face the parliament of the Kings.

tender and warm. I had enjoyed sleeping with him.

Their skeletal faces are looking down on me. I

Not just the sex. I enjoyed the presence of his

have the sudden thought that I haven’t swum to a

body, but despite that, I swam here to kill him

cave in the real world but to one in the world of

because that is what the tribe demands. It is what I

the dead, and I have to decide if I will be able to

have to do to give myself power and respect. It is

leave it.

what I need to do to be accepted fully and
properly by the rest of the tribe.
I don’t love him. I simply like him. It is
better to kill a man I like over one I love.
I am not much of a crier. I don’t

“Nobody does,” Novak says suddenly, and
I jump in fright from the unexpected words.
“Nobody loves me. Nobody ever did,” he
continues. “Why should you?”
I am not certain how I feel at his words. I

remember crying when I said goodbye to my old

was prepared to say that I don’t love him, but I

tribe, but I can’t make my eyes dry up. “Novak.” I

find that I am not prepared to hear that he doesn’t

call my husband to be again. “Novak.” I cry

feel loved. I wipe my face with my hand, and I
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move my body so I am sitting on my legs. I bring

hungry,” I say to Novak. “The sea is hungry,” I

my one leg forward and use all my strength with it

tell him.

to rise up. I manage to do so, and I feel dizzy all

“What do you mean?”

over again. I stumble around until I fall down on

I splash the water and watch the ripples.

my knees and use my hands to shield my face and

“It is spreading its advances to more and more

hold myself in fours. I feel a painful bang in my

land. It is eating our space to live. Eventually,

sides, and I start to hear a high pitched noise.

there will be none left for us, and it will eat us as

My stomach felt like a volcano ready to

well,” I say to him. “It is hungry so it is eating our

erupt, and I let it happen. I open my mouth and let

life bit by bit.” I groan as I lie on my back and

the gorge out. I see spots of blood in my vomit

close my eyes. “My head hurts.”

along with anything I ate earlier. The stench of it

“I am not sorry,” he says.

is horrible, and I am suddenly thirsty. I want to

I don’t blame him although it annoys me

wash away the bad taste. Novak is looking at me,

that he doesn’t comfort me. It makes no sense to

and I look back at him. I move again, on all fours,

expect that of him, given what our marriage

and I manage to avoid some of the vomit on the

means for him. “Do you remember when I was

cave floor, but I feel it on me. I feel the stench

pregnant?” Ι ask him. “My feet hurt. You used to

following me. I am exhausted when I reach the

caress them until the swelling went away,” I say

edge of the cave, and I put my hand in the cold

to him. “I liked that.” I am not sure how loud I

sea. The water is salty, but it will take the taste

speak or if he can hear me. I am very tired all over

away.

again, and I close my eyes. I am about to fall
I bring some of it to my mouth, and I

move it around my mouth until I spit it out. I do it
twice, and the taste of vomit is replaced with more

asleep when another noise from the cave wakes
me up.
I see Novak sitting next to me. I must

thirst from the sea water. I lie on the edge of the

have dozed off. He is sitting at the edge of the

cave, and my hand plays with the cold sea water.

cave, his legs in the water. I am stiff, and my head

It is the sea that dominates us in this world. It is

still hurts as I sit up and place my feet in the water

the sea we worship and we try to survive. “It is

too. “My mother doesn’t love me either,” he says.
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Call is my boy, too. He is made of me,
too. I have so much to prove and that is why I am
in this cave. I have to get married, no matter what

in anger. “I love my son,” I say to him before I

the meaning of that marriage is. I want to return

can register the words. It is an instinctive and

back to the tribe a winner. I want to be Cyme’s

defensive statement that comes out of me without

daughter and watch Call grow. To raise him to be

any thought process. It is true though. I love Call.

better than me and Novak. It is my destiny. “I am

It is a simple emotion and that is why I am certain

here because I was the strongest, the fastest, and

of its truth.

the most skilled. I won your hand.” I say to him.

He chuckles at my words.

“That is my destiny, my privilege, and my prize.

“I do,” I insist.

You are my prize,” I say, and he glances at me. “I

He shakes his head. “How can you?”

don’t care if that is unfair or unkind to you. You

“Because that’s what I feel.”

lived a life of ease,” I continue, and his eyes

“But how?” he asks. “How can you love

sharpen. “Yes, you did, Novak. You never

him when you will raise him to come here as you

worked. You never went hungry or cold. You

and I have?”

never had to work the land in the cold or the heat.

I am not going to lie by saying that I

You never had to bleed and harden as the rest of

haven’t thought that or insist that Call will be

the tribe has. You have never been asked to

different from Novak. My love for my son is not

contribute anything because you are raised for

related to these two thoughts. They exist in a

this.” I say and point behind us.

parallel state, never touching in my understanding

“I...” he begins but I don’t let him. I give

of the world. “I do love him,” I repeat. “It is

him one push, and he falls into the sea. He

because I love him that I need to return to the

immediately grabs my foot as he tries to hold on

tribe,” I add.

to something. Novak doesn’t know how to swim.

Saying it makes me feel better. It is a
relief to admit that.
“My poor boy,” he says. “My boy.”

He can’t even float. He has never been to the sea,
other than this trip to the cave. It is insurance for
the Gods and the survival of the tribe. He is not
meant to leave this cave. Even if he kills me, I am
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not going to take his place among the parliament.

mouth comes up. I breathe loudly and deeply. I

He is still the one that needs to represent us

spit some water in a cough. I hold Novak with one

because he is the King. I kick him away, but his

hand, and I feel his weight push both of us back

hold is strong. He pulls me into the water as he

into the hungry water. I lift myself, and I suddenly

tries to bring himself up to breath. He is

feel the wound on my head sting. I am dizzy, but

panicking, and he is already swallowing water.

somehow I manage to hold on to Novak. I pull

I had thought of my marriage, and how I
would place him in the water. I had imagined it as

him up to the ground.
Once we are both up, I lie next to him,

a beautiful ceremony. Novak placing his life in

breathing deeply and raggedly. I look at him, and

my hands, and me placing it to the parliament. I

then turn my attention to the parliament. His

imagined him embracing his fate and wishing me

father and all his grandfathers look at us,

well as I embarked to my own. I would rule as his

witnessing our marriage. They are witnesses to me

Queen, his wife and mother to his son. Yet, Novak

drowning him.

is fighting the water, drowning in an agonizing

Novak’s face looks the same. He doesn’t

death, and I simply hold my body up, not letting

look like he is sleeping as I had been told the dead

him use me as a ledge to climb back to the cave.

look. His stillness is startling. It is unnatural for

Soon, his hold softens, and I know he has lost. I

anything alive to be this still. Novak is—was—

take a deep breath and, using my hands, push my

my first lover, my only husband, and the first dead

body into the water. Novak is still holding me

human I have seen. He is a milestone of my life.

lightly, and I swim to catch him from the waist. I

I vomit again, but I don’t think it’s of

put my arms around his chest, locking him in a

disgust or shame. I think it’s because I am tired, in

hug, and I kick my legs to swim up. He is heavier

pain, and my head is hurting all over. I think

than I imagined.

Novak managed to hit me badly. I close my eyes

I am the strongest of the girls of my
generation, and I am able to bring him up. I can

and finally rest, knowing that he can wait for me
to bring him to his father’s side.

hold my breath longer than most, so I take my
time to do it. I am at my limit when I manage to
get my hand again at the edge of the cave, and my

ÂÂÂ
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I wake from one of the dreams that I often

his role in the parliament will be, and I am not

have. I am tripping, and the dream is so vivid that

sure how it works, but I am certain that Novak

I feel it in my feet; the sudden jerk as I awake. I

will be kind. I hug him around his waist, and with

am confused for a moment but the smell of the

more care this time I lift him slightly and pull him

vomit next to me, and the heaviness of my head

towards his seat. It is hard work, but I manage to

makes me remember where I am. I turn around

do it with only two breaks. I help him sit, and I

grimacing and wincing to face Novak. He has

place him close to his father. I join his hand with

changed colour, so I assume that I have slept a fair

his father’s, so they will be good company and

amount of time. He smells like the sea as the

counsel to each other. I find the bone Novak used

water has dried on him. His hair has lost its

to hit me and place it back in its place. I make

softness as the salt has hardened it. It is stuck

sure he is comfortable and his legs have room. I

together. He had beautiful long locks, all the way

close his eyes and sit next to him for the last time.

to his shoulders.
I get up and take a deep breath, preparing

“I don’t love you,” I say once more. This
time, I cry as I say it. I am adamant about that. I

myself for a wave of dizziness but I am surprised

cannot love him and leave him in this cave. I

that I am more stable than I was before I slept. I

couldn’t live with myself if I loved him. “But I

hold Novak’s hand, and I pull him. It doesn’t

was the happiest with you,” I admit. I kiss his cold

work. Part of my marital responsibilities is to

cheek, and I put my hand on his chest. I caress

make sure that Novak’s body is not damaged. The

him slowly and tenderly. I sit and talk with him. I

marriage has to be through water as he will return

tell him stories of my life, and he simply listens.

to water when the tide comes and the cave is

By the time I am finished, my throat is

underwater. His body needs to be intact, no bones

scratchy from thirst and talking. I kiss him again,

should be hurt, that’s the rule. He will be here for

this time on the lips. “You taste of the sea.”

eternity, and he will represent our tribe and life on

I am supposed to put the light of the fires

land to the Sea Gods. He will do us proud, I know

out, but I don’t want to leave Novak in the dark. I

that.

gather what I can find close to the central flame.
Novak is kind. He will do us proud in his

eternal role in the parliament. I am not sure what

“This should keep a bit longer,” I say to the
parliament. None of the dead kings answer me.
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They are all a line of succession manifested in this

She takes my head in her lap, and she

cave. The state of the bone faces show the age of

caresses me tenderly. I fall asleep like that. I am

each king until the line ends with Novak, who still

now her daughter because I killed her son.

has his flesh. It is an unnatural sight. I cannot
ÂÂÂ

shake my discomfort at it. The legacy of my old
tribe stops me from ignoring these thoughts.
I don’t say goodbye. I simply jump into
the water and leave the cave behind me, forever. It
is day again when I swim out of the cave. The sun

“Call?” I say to him and softly nudge him.
My baby boy opens his eyes and looks at me. He
gives his half smile, half pout for waking him up.
“It’s time for our secret,” I whisper to him.

helps me keep warm as I start my journey back to
the tribe. I take breaks on this journey. I float on
my back to relax when I feel tired or my head
hurts. Eventually, as the sun sets, I reach the shore
of the tribe settlement.

He looks puzzled for a moment and then
understanding dawns on his little face. He sits up
in his little bed, and I sit next to him. He rubs his
eyes with his hands and yawns. “Mommy,” he
says and starts to lean on me. “Sleepy,” he says.

The tribesman that was keeping count runs
to me and helps me. “Water,” I croak at him. I
have been this thirsty only once before, when I
was stranded on the boats. The faces of the older
women of my old tribe flash in my eyes. They are
dead because they weren’t worth saving. They
were left to drown in the sea.
Like Novak.
“Water,” I say again. The man runs and
rings the bell instead of bringing me the water. I
drift to sleep again. I am not sure how long it is
until I feel hands over me. Cyme is there, and she
gives me the water. I drink all of it, but I am still
thirsty.

I give him a soft nudge and pick him up in
a cuddle. “It’s just for a little bit,” I whisper to
him, and I lift him in my arms. He sleeps in my
arms while I am extra careful to not make any
sound as I exit our house and run up the hill, away
from the houses. I walk for a while until I reach
the small lake I have found. I place him on the
shoreline and let the water touch slowly wake
him.
“Mommy,” he whines at me, but I nudge
him again.
“Call,” I softly say to him. I repeat his
name and nudge him a few more times until he is
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fully awake. He looks around, and he sees where

mother, a terrible matriarch, and selfish. Novak

we are.

was right when he said she didn’t love him.
“The lesson mommy?” he asks. I nod as I

start to take off my clothes.
“Take off your clothes,” I tell him, and he
obeys. “Make sure to keep them away from the
water. We don’t want Nana or anyone else finding
out about our secret,” I say.
He nods as he always does. He is my good
boy. He always does as I ask. We enter the water,
and he softly cries because of the cold. “You’ll
get used to it,” I tell him, as I do every night, and
his crying eventually stops as we hug each other
in the water. “Now lie on your back,” I tell him.
He relaxes in my arms. “I got you,” I say. “Just
relax.”
“Well done baby,” I praise him.
I never have a day when I don’t think of
his father. I never forget how he held onto my leg,
and he couldn’t even float. He fought hard to beat
the sea, to come up and breathe, but he was never
shown how.
I hold Call in my arms and swirl him
around the water as he starts to float on his own.
He is not very good at it, but he is only a boy,
barely three years old. I have promised myself that
he will learn to swim. Cyme would call me a bad

I love my son. I love him as my old tribe
taught me, with all of my soul. I love my son, and
I will make sure he knows how to swim, and he
has a fighting chance to survive.
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